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Abstract. The paper gives a high-level overview of some ways in which
logical representations and reasoning can be used in computer vision
applications, such as tracking and scene interpretation. The combination
of logical and statistical approaches is also considered.
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1 Introduction
Computer Vision was among the first problems identified as a goal of Artificial
Intelligence. In these early days, logical reasoning was seen as a general purpose
mechanism for modelling intelligent behaviour. Hence, research in Computer Vi-
sion often involved development of semantic representations and inference mech-
anisms (see e.g. the papers in the collection [1]). Indeed the development of rea-
soning techniques such as constraint propagation is closely associated with early
work in computer vision (vis [2]).
Since these early days there has been a marked divergence between the fields
of Knowledge Representation and Computer Vision. Whereas, Knowledge Rep-
resentation still uses logical representations and reasoning as one of its primary
tools, Computer Vision research has moved away from this, embracing statis-
tical techniques as the underpinning for most of its algorithms. Perhaps the
main reason for this is that many problems in visual processing turned out to
be much harder than had originally been anticipated. Interpretation of visual
scenes tends to be highly unreliable (except in highly constrained artificial set-
ting). Hence, statistics are employed to find the most likely interpretations out
of many possibilities.
However, it is now becoming apparent that statistical methods alone have
limitations. In particular, it is very difficult to combine localised probabilistic
information into a coherent overall description without taking account seman-
tic constraints between separate pieces of information. Logical reasoning can
provide a powerful mechanism for determining consistent possibilities. Also, by
describing the conceptual structure of possible situations, semantic knowledge
may be used to guide the search for plausible interpretations of incomplete or
ambiguous data.
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2 Enhancing Tracking by Enforcing Spatio-Temporal
Continuity
As an illustration of how logic may be used in visual interpretation, I first con-
sider a problem of object tracking and recognition, which was tackled at Leeds,
as part of the European Cognitive Vision project.1 This work involved collabo-
ration between the vision research group, whose work has resulted in a number
of tracking and object recognition systems, and the Knowledge representation
and Reasoning group, whose focus has been particularly on spatial and spatio-
temporal representation and reasoning [3,4,5].
The goal of tracking is to extract information about the positions of moving
objects from a dynamic visual scene. A common approach is to first identify
moving objects by use of so-called ‘blob-tracker’, which uses techniques such as
background subtraction [6,7,8]. Once areas of an image have been identified as
containing a moving object, particular objects within these areas can be identi-
fied by the same methods as for static images.
With real video data, such an approach will normally give very poor results.
Because the objects are moving, they will be seen from many different angles.
Moreover occlusions may occur, where one object overlaps or perhaps completely
hides another. Under such conditions, it is not surprising that recognition algo-
rithms developed for static images are extremely unreliable.
But it is evident that by separating the tracking and recognition tasks, much
useful information concerning the objects has been thrown away. In particular,
the constraints of basic physics mean that the tracked objects must move contin-
uously in time and space. Thus a possible labelling of the objects corresponding
to the moving blobs detected by the tracker must be consistent with this conti-
nuity constraint. Handling such constraints in terms of joint probabilities would
require very sophisticated statistical modelling and intensive computation. How-
ever, within a logical framework, such constraints are relatively easy to state and
reason with.
The tracker used in this research generates a sequence of boxes indicating
the approximate locations of moving objects. This output can be simplified so
1 COGVIS: http://www.comp.leeds.ac.uk/vision/cogvis/.
Fig. 1. Two possible object labellings of tracker box output.
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that frame sequences over which there is no change in the number of boxes are
treated as a single state. The result is a series of states where between successive
states is a merge or split event. These occur when objects move together (pos-
sibly occluding each other) and when clustered objects separate, as illustrated
in Figure 1. This representation allows continuity to be captured by very simple
constraints: when two boxes merge, the objects that were in those boxes must
be present in the merged box; and, when a box splits, the objects in the original
box must be distributed between the two resulting boxes.
Figure 1 shows how an output of this kind can be given different labellings
consistent with spatio-temporal continuity. Since the logical constraints cannot
decide between these, it is here that statistical information can be used to choose
the most likely labelling. Whereas both the statistical and logical methods used
separately cannot decide reliably between different interpretations, our experi-
mental results indicate that their combination greatly improves performance. By
taking the logically consistent model with the best statistical support, we can
achieve very high accuracy. Moreover, enforcing spatio-temporal consistency en-
ables us to give correct labellings even when objects are occluded or completely
hidden.
More details of how logical and statistical knowledge are combined and the
results obtained are given in the following publications: [9,10,11].
3 Bi-Directionality of Visual Information Processing
One of the primary goals of machine vision is to extract high level descriptions
from low level data. Partial success has been achieved by methods that are either:
– Bottom-Up — where high level entities/relationships are synthesised from
low level data.
– Top-Down — where high level models are used to guide the search for evi-
dence in low level data.
Improved performance is often achieved by systems that employ a combina-
tion of bottom up and top down mechanisms. But it seems to be increasingly
apparent (especially in much of the work reported at this Dagstuhl workshop)
that visual interpretation requires information processing in a style that is in-
trinsically bi-directional.
By its nature, logic is undirected in the way it manipulates information.
Axioms may involve concepts and relations at different levels of abstraction.
For example, consider the following formula, which characterises the high-level
concept Pillar in terms of low-level geometrical properties:
D1) ∀x[Pillar(x) ↔ (Solid(x) ∧ Cylinder(x) ∧ Vertical(princ axis(x)))]
This equivalence could be exploited in either direction: we may have reason
to believe a pillar is present (perhaps because of an even higher level description
of a building) and use it to guide the search for this object within the geometry
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of a scene; or we may have an arbitrary scene which we process in terms of its
low-level geometrical structure and then use definitions such as this to identify
high-level objects.
More generally, the pillar definition could function in both directions within
a single scene interpretation algorithm. To illustrate this, I first give a further
axiom defining (roughly) the concept of Arch as consisting of two (or more)
pillars supporting a lintel.
D2) Arch(x) ↔ ∃yzw[¬(x = y) ∧ Part(y, x) ∧ Part(z, x) ∧ Part(w, x)
∧ Pillar(y) ∧ Pillar(z) ∧ Lintel(w) ∧ Supports(y, w) ∧ Supports(z, w)]
Given these logical definitions, an algorithm could work as follows. First it
uses definitions such as D1 to look for basic objects like pillars based on their
geometrical definitions. At this stage one would probably require a relatively
high degree of conformity to the geometrical specification to avoid excessive
generation of objects that may not actually be present. Then using definitions
such as D2 the possible existence of higher level composite objects such as an
arch can be inferred, even if certain components of these composites have not
been identified. In this case, having found one pillar, one can infer that an arch
may be present if a second pillar and a lintel can be found in a suitable geometric
configuration. The geometrical definitions of pillar and arch could then be re-
applied to try to find these components to complete the arch. At this stage, a
weaker level of geometrical conformity could be required, since, having previously
identified a pillar, one already has some evidence of the existence of an arch.
General purpose logical reasoners do not constrain the directionality of infor-
mation manipulation and hence may provide a natural vehicle for implementing
bi-directional visual processing architectures. However, the non-directedness of
general proof procedures quickly leads to intractability, so it is likely that a
more task-oriented control mechanism would be required to achieve reasonable
performance. One way in which logical theories might be made more amenable
to the kinds of reasoning relevant to scene interpretation is to emphasise def-
initional structure within the logical theory. Definitional axioms make explicit
two of the most significant directions for inference in scene interpretation: infer-
ring instances of higher level concepts from information expressed in terms of
lower-level concepts; and conversely, inference from the hypothesised existence of
instances of high-level concepts to requirements on low-level information which
can support the hypothesis. Distinguishing the lowest level primitives from de-
fined concepts also facilitates grounding and model-based reasoning techniques.
4 Issues in Logical Modelling
We have seen that certain semantic constraints relevant to tracking can be cap-
tured by relatively simple logical rules. But scene interpretation in general in-
volves an extremely rich semantics and to cover all aspects would require a
complex and extensive theory. Moreover this domain involves many subtleties
which present significant challenges for logical modelling.
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One aspect of visual scenes that must be taken into account is the ontological
distinction between actual objects and their appearances. Most formal theories
of the physical world directly represent objects and their attributes, implicitly
assuming that the domain of objects and the conditions under which they possess
these attributes are clear. But in most visual scene analysis problems these
assumptions cannot be made. On the one hand, the domain of objects may be
unknown or open-ended, and on the other we do not have completely reliable
methods for detecting attributes of objects.
Although the relation between objects and appearances is a major topic in
philosophical meta-physics it is seldom covered in modern logic or AI representa-
tions. The following papers may provide a staring point for developing a suitable
logical formalism: [12,13].
Another important issue is the relationship between the logical theory and
information of a statistical nature. In the tracking work described above a rather
simple approach was used, we identified a model that was consistent with the
logical theory and best supported by the statistical information. To evaluate
the statistical support we simply summed over a number of localised probability
measures. Although this gave good results, it lacked any rigorous theoretical
basis.
In order to develop a more principled approach, we need to employ a much
more sophisticated logical treatment. One possibility is to use a fully fledged
logic of probability such as that proposed by Halpern [14]. Use of such a logic
would make explicit certain aspects of probability which are often glossed over
in its application to computer vision applications. One such aspect is the distinc-
tion between various ways in which probabilities may be applied to propositional
statements. Halpern identifies the following distinct modes in which logical state-
ments may be given probabilities:
– Prob(φ) — probability of φ relative to a probability distribution over possible
worlds.
– Probx(φ(x)) — probability of φ(x) relative to a probability distribution over
the domain of individuals.
In the context of scene interpretation, these two types of probability are
often compounded together in subtle ways. For instance, a particular type of
object, T, may have a certain probability p of possessing an attribute φ; and a
given feature detection attribute may have a certain probability q of detecting
φ if present. The first figure p is is a probability distribution over individuals
of the domain, whereas q is a probability relative to the distribution of possible
worlds. Hence, the overall probability that an object of type T will be detected
as possessing attribute φ involves a complex combination of statistics evaluated
over the domains of both individuals and possible worlds.
In the context of reasoning about actions and changes a rich theory of how to
reason about noisy sensor has been proposed by Bacchus et al. [15]. With some
modification such a theory might also be applied as a basis for integrating logic
and probability. However, due to the complexity of reasoning with formal theories
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and the large amount of data that vision systems must deal with, it is likely that
considerable simplification would need to be made to achieve effectiveness in real
vision applications.
5 Conclusion
The aim of this short article has been to indicate some promising ways in which
logical reasoning and probabilistic information can be combined in order to sup-
port algorithms for visual scene interpretation. The method of finding a logically
consistent model that is best supported by statistical information has been found
to be very effective in particular experiments on an object tracking problem. But
the basic idea is extremely general and could be applied in many areas of com-
puter vision.
I have suggested that logic can provide a representation suitable for specify-
ing and guiding bi-directional processing of visual information, in which bottom
up construction of complex objects from their constituents can be flexibly com-
bined with top down search for the constituents of an object whose existence is
hypothesised. I also pointed out that the use of logic in computer vision appli-
cations lacks theoretical foundations both in respect of formalising an ontology
of objects and appearances and in respect to formalising the semantics of the
attribution of probabilities to propositions.
In summary, the need to use logical reasoning in scene interpretation is be-
coming increasingly apparent, and there are many promising approaches that
could be taken. However, there are considerable gaps in the theory of how logic
and probability should be combined, and logical theories suitable for use in visual
processing applications are at an early stage of development.
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